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INTRODUCTION

A determination of a crystal structure by means of

x-ray diffraction is rea1ly a determination of the dístribu-

tion of d-iffracting matter in a unit cell " At each point in

the crystal, there is a certain densitlr Q (xrY,z) of scaL-

tering matter, whích is a function of the coordinates (x,Y,z)

.= tÈl of the point. The periodicity of a crystal structure

a]lows us to write

where ¿ is a vector in the reciprocal lattice. The coeffi-

cients pë are proportional to the x-ray structure factor

Fx(è). Absolute intensity measurements give values for the

x-ralz structure factors I r* tèl | "

Let us nov/ consider a high energy electron incident in

a crystal. If we assume that it weakly perturbs the crystal

l-attice, the potential that the electron "sees" is just the

potential determined by the periodicity of the lattice. This

potentíal can be written

++

Q(x,y,z) = Ln p¿. i rG
\r

,-+À
Y(x,y,z) = I Vd " 

l- r't=
õ
\J

(1)

(2)

The coefficients VG are proportional to the electron

structure factors F0(d). In the case of electron d.iffraction,

intensity measurements will give information on the electron

structure factorf and a determination of a crystal structure

is really a determinatíon of the crystal potential at each

point in the crystal " If the assumption lead-ing to (2) is



correct, a one to

x-rav and electron

one corresponCence can be

diffraction respectively

establi shed between

, in the way

Fo tðl o¿ (nz - Fx (ð) (3)

where Z Ls the atomic number of the element considered and

n the number of atoms per unit cell"
The interpretation of electron diffraction data is, in

contrast v¡ith the x-ralz case, in an early stage of develop-

ment" Experimental intensity data can be analyzed with two

tlifferent theories, the Kinematical and the Dynamical "

In the Kinematical Theory, two \,vaves are considered,

one transmitted and one d.iffracted. The amplitude of the in-

cident wave is taken as constant, and it is assumed that the

diffracted intensity is smal1 in comparison v¡ith the trans-

mitted. The theory leads to the conclusion that. the dif-

fracted intensity can exceed. the incident intensity at the

Bragg pea.k , for a certain thj-ckness of the crystal observed

(less than 100 Å for many materials). For crystals frequently

used in electron microscopy, lvhere the thickness can reach

values of 1000 Å, the results of the Kinematical- Theory cannot

be trusted.

The Dynamical Theorlz takes into account the possible

dynamical int.eractions of incident and scattered waves " Its

simplest form is the two beam theory, where onl-y the trans-

mitted. and one d-iffracted l¡eam are considered.

The many J:eam Dynamical Theorlr, takes into account the

possible existence of many diffracted. waves, unavoidable in

practice, as can be seen by observing any diffraction pattern

vl-



in the electron microscope

The parameter extinctíon distance is d.efined as twice

the distance in the crystal for a d.iffracted \^zave to build

up to unit amplitud.e, and can be d.etermined lcy many beam theory

and experimentally by observation of thickness fringes in

electron microscope images of wedge crystals.

The value of the extinction distance depends on the

V^'s, Fourier coefficients of the crystal potential. These
ti

coefficients can be derived from values of the electron struc-

ture factors, calculated for the free atom by Hartree-Fock

or Thomas-Fermi-Dirac methods. But in a crystal, bonding ef-

fects are importantn and Lhe wave functions of the outer-most

el-ectrons in the atom will be modj-fied relative to those ap-

propriate for the free atoms. Fortunately, the influence of

the outer-most elecLrons in the structure factor is only

strong for low order reflections ' and for high order reflec-

tions, free atom calculations are fairly accurate.

A fítting method has been developed that allows a

refinement of low order strucLure factors by comparison of

many beam theoretical, and experimental extinction distances"

fn chapters one, two three and four, the Dynamical

Theor¡¡ is introduced giving, when possible, original deri-

vations. In chapter five, the fitting method is described

and applied to the calculation of Vzoo and V,*oo for I'{gO.

Resul ts are compared with other electron diffraction and x-

ray d-ata available, and the validity of a two beam theory is

discussed, Chapter six is devoted to the study for Mgo of

v] l_



CHAPTER T

1" I Neçd f or a 9)znaT.ical lheory_-of Electron- Di{f rgction

Two theories have been developed for electron diffrac-

tion studies, the Kinematical and the Dynamical " fn the

Kinematical- Theory, the amplitud-e of the incident wave is

taken as constant, and thus it is assumed that the diffracted

intensity is small in comparison rvith the transmitted. Ex-

pressions for d.iffracted amplitucle at the bottom of the crystal

being considered are u¡ritten simpty by adding up the amplitudes

of the waves scattered by individual atoms n taking due account

of the phase v¡íthout considering the possibility of subsequent

scattering of the diffracted waves by other atoms " The fail*

ure of the Kinematical Theory becomes serious far smal-l

deviations from positions of exact Bragg refl-ection for the

crystal considered. The Theory leads to the conclusion that

near the Bragg peak, Ciffracted intensities can exceed the

incid.ent intensities for a certain th-ickness of Lhe crystal

observed. The critical thickness at which the Kinematical

Theory is no longer valid f.or 100 KeV usual energy of the

electrons incident in the crystal - has been estimated as

about 15 A for the 111 reflection of Au and s'imilarly for

other materials "

For the crystals used in Electron Microscopy, where

thickness can reach values of 1000 Å, and olcservations at the

Bragg peak are required, the results of the Kinematical Theory

cannot be trusted, and it is necessary to devise an improved
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Theory, the Dlrnamical Theory, taking into account the dynami-

cal interactions of incident and scattered waves.
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CHAPTER II

2 " 1 Quantum Mecþanical Formulation. _of the Dlznamicjtl_ Theory"

The principles of the Dynamical Theory have been well

established in the study of electron diffraction, since it

lvas inaugurated by Bethe [1], as well as done by Ewald l2J

and Laue t3l for x-ray diffraction.

In the Dynamical- Theory, the Schrödinger equation for

an electron incident in a crystal is solved under appropriate

boundary conditions, by assuming the wave function for the

electron to be a superposition of plane \,vaves, and the

potential energy determined by the periodicity of the lattice.

The Schrödinger equat,ion for an electron incident in

(Ì,?r"""ir,) (1)

-l,z-twhere -fo V2 represents the kinetic energy of the inci-

dent electron, Hc is the crystal Hamiltonian, and V(?)

describes the interaction of the incident electron and the

crystal. In (1), Ì is used for the incident electron and

-++rr. ".in for the electrons in the crystal"

The plasma frequency for different materials lies

in the range of 101s to 1016 seconds-l" The time that takes
.,r'-\an incident 100kv electron to trä verse a unit ceII of a mat-

erial wj-th a lattice parameter of the order of S å is of the order

a crysLal plus the crystal can be written

( n' n2 L* -t -> . -l
f-Z* o' * Hc * Y(r)eJ k,tt "".rn) = E'e
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of 10-18 second-s" ft aÏ:pears to ]¡e very unlikelr¡ that col-

Jective excitat-i-ons r¡ill take p1ace. As a conseguence the

state of the crystal can be regarcled as independent of the

incident electron and i^¡e can write

PtÈ,È'...È,r) = a(?iir"."i,,) ü t?l

r¡he::e a is the

crystal and. !.,

cident electron.

Ecluation

\.^/ave function representing the

describes the elastic scattering

(2)

stage of the

of the in-

(1) now

lf
I-I CL _

c

becom-es

eea

'ftz -rl2m') Y

energy of the

corresponds to

( 3a)

(3b)

where Ee is the

electron volts and

lattice "

(
lv (r)
I

total
ôc

Eeú

incident electron in

the electron: in the

In practice, energy l-osses of the order 20 eV for in-
cì.den! energies of 100keV are observed 14) , and- (2) should

be regardecl as an approximation.

2.2 NaLure of thq Cryst_aL Potentia en by tlg I+cident
El"ectron. B_aåi.c Equalion of the. Dynaqical Theory.

We are now concerned with the solution of equation

(3n¡ . I{e harze assumed that the incident electron does not

perturb the crystal latti.ce¡ sor w€ can assume that the po-

tential V(È) that the incident electron "sees" is just

the potential d.etermined l:y the periodicity of the lattice
when we consider the crystal isol-ated." Tf this assumption
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is correct to a good aT:proximation I one to one correspond.ence

between data for p fil as determined by x-ray experiments

and for V (È) as determinecl by electron diffraction can be

estal:lished.

Let V(È) - Y(xyz) ¡e the potentiat at ì in the

lattice the ax-i-s of the crystal being pa::allel to the primi-

tive translations a,b,c of the lattice. The structure of

the crysLar is periodic parallel to x,y,z in the d.istances

arbrc respectively. The crystal potential at any point

(xrO,O) must be expressible by a Fourier serj_es of the type

v(¡) = : v, cosin (hx/a) (4).n nroro

where h, o, o are Mil_ler ind_exes .

Considering the periodicity parallel to y and. z,

we can write

v(?) =åärv(h,r<,r)e+i tT*Y.*, (s)

This formul-a can be written in reciproca.l. lattice

fo::malism-. If i is the vector from the origin to the

./ point (x,y,z) and ð is the vector to the point (hrk,I) cf the

reciprocal latticer ÞêrÞ€Dd-icular to the plane (h,k,1)

ð.¡=hx*1"Y*-za.þc

and as a consequence,
+ -+ '-2 -+ ->

v(?) = t,z¿ . i i"G = å # uð . i G"r
(6)

rvhere r¿e have v¡ritten for conveni ence /
.fi, z

\/+:-T't+ (7)'G 2rne "G
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is real , and- v/e assume
-+ ->t¿(r) = V(-r)Since -/ (Ì)

Î't : TT - T't*v^ u ^ - u^
Lz-(:\:

Now we look for a general solutj-on of equation (3b)

of the type

ri
lrk (É) = ã cÈ*ð "

where .CC*k are constants, and

vector. This is a Bloch wave as

r^ c. _ " 
i(È+ð) r - e iÈÈ

G "l<+G -

rÈ+Èti

G is a reciprocal-

++r iGr
;Cr--n e = e
g l\lg

(B)

lattice

UR (f) =

I.'

and u.w

tut r,. (9)

i 5 periodic.

Substitut-i-ng i n equation (:U ¡ esuati ons (6 )

operating i,re obtain

fzl*" - rÈ+dl'l a + r ,, e[ " -J.**Ãutcc-h=o

and (B) and

(10)

This is the basic equat.ion for the Dynamical Theory

of electron diffraction. i¡üe have used a non relfativistic

schrödinger's equation, but relativistic effects are impor-

tant because of the high energies of the incident electrons.

Fujiwar¿ t5l r¡¡as able to show that the relativistic

effects can be ad-equately described by using equation (10)

if the elementary relativistic corrections for the electron

mass a-nd wavelength are performed..
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CHAPTER III

3"1_

It is not diff-icult to der¡eloÌr esuation (10) in the

special case of systematic ref lections, that is when a ro\,r

of reciprocal lattice points fr1, for tì = 0 t I i 2.."

is close to the Ewald sphere where g is the recipro-

cal lattice vector for the reflection of lowest order consid-

e::ec1. Neverthelesso the wave mechanical equation (10) is

r:sual lrz solrzecl in its approximate form, that assulrles that

rlnlrz trnro stroncr hoamq - ôrìê inciC.ent and- the other diffracteclvrrrJ rJ -r \..,rrY ¡ \/¡re

are excited in the crystal.

In the reflec¡i¡g sphere construction, this is equ:--'

valent to assuming that only one recil:rocal lattice point.

lies near the sÐhere.

Although this is a very reasona-l:le assumption in the

case of x-ray d.iffract:'-on, r.vhere the raCius of the reflec-

t-i-ng sphere À-1 is srnallo for electron diffraction, with
o

valrres for À-r of the order of 27 A for 100 k-eV, many

latLice poiuLs lie close to the sphere, and precaution should

be taken when interpretinq exnerimental results with a two

beam theortz.

We shall talçe as non zero thc i.ntcnsi.ties for the

transmitted- beam (fr = C) and the f-irst diffracted beam (h = 1) "

Tn thìs v7âv" equation (f0) is eguivalent to the system,t aJ r

(y2 -u2\ r- rÊr +u-c-(È) = o (11)\ r'_ / vO\rL1 "-_q v(T\ràl



ug co (k) +

have \^rritten

A solution of

9
-à+

(K2 (k+g) ',) c

C (k) fo:: Cg'
(ff¡ exists if

-k2 u -g
¡22
f\

g(k) : 0

g+k and

( 11)

2**" * U¿or1¿here vIe

that is if

that is

to

R2

K2

U g

(k2 - Kzl tlÊ+Ûl' K2) - usu-s : o

(i+!¡ '

+,^ ->¿ilz = k' + k' + 2l< qrt x z x-

at the Braqq peal< for

=0 (12)

(r+ ¡

(13 )

In equation (1-2) knowing the value of Uo, the

total energy of the incident electron eE, the value of

U the mass of the electron relativistically corrected and-g'
Planckes constant, we can solve for k'

Equations of the type (13) which refate the wave

vector to the energy are called dispersion equations, and

restrict the wave vector to lie on some l<ind of surface

called dispersion surface.

If \,ve give a two dimensional representation to È,

we assume that it has two components, k* parallel

and k, perpendicular to è,

frz = k2 + k2xz
and

-ì
9,

'->lk +

InIhen r,ve are

+ê'

the reflection at
->
g

lÈl = lÈ* ->l
el

ll< I - o/2I x'

thus
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rn oeneral, if v,re fix k--- in equation (I3) we can-X

solve for k and. we will obtain two possil¡le values of k-'-Z-Z

for each value of the incicl-ent energy" For K - 27 i-i
c

correspond.inq to 100 l<eV and Uo = Ug = 0'058 A-2, v¿ith
o

g = 0"476 A-1 rr7e have ptotted in figure L, continuous line,

an" corresponding Ai-=p.t=ion surface k* versus kz. The

dotted line corresponds to a different value of Ug' Uo =

U- - 0.053 A-2" It is evident that the separation of the
g

two Jrranches of the dispersion surface has changed apprecia-

blv.
We shall call the two solut.ions for a certain value

of the incident energy and a fixed value of |', i ( r ) and-

{(z); let i(t)rfr(z). The construction we have given in

figure 1 presuposes that the two waves exci ted in the crys-

tal har¡e the same k* component" This is because of the

classical boundar-rz cond-ition of constant derivative of the

\^/ave function at the top of the crystal (z = 0 ) " On the

other hand- it is interesting to note that the two excited

waves have dif ferent l<inetic energies. a= tf:" total energy

of the electron is conserved, a d.ifference in kinetic energy

correspond-s to a difference in potential energy. It appears

reasonable then, to suppose that the tvave r,vith higher È will

spend more time in the regions of low potential energy, near

the atoms in the crystal ancl as a consequence, it is scattered

more.



Figure 1, Two beam dispersion surfaces in the first Brillouin
zone, f-or two different values of Ug at 100 keV.
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3"2 Thç Wave Vectgr Gap_-in tþç ßq_o Bea$ ?ispersi.ol Surfacg"
C_o-rrespon4ence wit4 th_e EnerqL.GaP ip_Band Theory"

We should l-ike now to come back to equation (3a) for

the electrons in the crystal, that we had separated from

equation (3b) for the incoming electron"

If the interaction between electrons in the crystal

is weak

-'+-r-à->a(rr...trr) = a(rr) a(rz)""" a(r*) (I5)

so that for a (ì. ) = a.: equation (3a) becomes-ll

Hcr. t1 = êt 1â1

H¿2A = ã€.2ã-2

:

(16)

Every Schrödinger equation in (16) is identical with

the one we have solved for the incoming electron. The only

difference is the much lower energy of the electrons already

in the metal"

Solutions for the energy of the electron eE, if

È varies along a certain direction are studied ín energy

band- theory" It is well known from the nearly free (= two

beam) electron model that at the Bragg peak ¡ drl energy gap

of the value 2Vne takes p1ace. We should like to present

a discussion of the kind of corresponding gap in the dis-

persion surface treatment as outlined in 3"1" A perfect

analogy between band theory and electron diffraction dJ-sper-

sion surfaces can be made only in the case of low
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energy el-ectron diffraction t6l .

fn figure 2, it is clear that the vector ï. can be

expres se<L as

È = lq - krr), o, kr|

r,vhere g/2 - k r t is the component parallet to the vector Z

considered and k, is the perpendicular component.

Substítuting in equation (13) and making Uo = 0,
)-,

[.n 'X t(è/Ð' + kî , + uzr] -% kr re)
t. "(.n %, {(õ/Ð' +kî ,*klr.*krre) =lun. lz e7)

and

l"
ne :\^ (G/z)' * k', + r1,) r re (tB)

2m

At the Bragg peak kr t = 0 " As a consequence, pos--

sible solutíons for the energy are

Ee=ft. +C
R2 (ro¡

whe::e A is
Ee-4, -CKZ

and C is

E (rs/zt' + kL)

,rl%e l-z = lus" I

(20a)

(2ob)

In the dispersion surface approach, for two differ-
ent values of k-, k-(t) arrd 'l--(2) corresponrJing to thez'zz
same kr r = 0, v¡e must take 

,,a,^

eEs(r) eE¡(z) = r=%, (kj1)'-o;'r, + 2vne (2r)



Figure 2. Decomposition of a rvave vector È in the first
Brillouin zone.
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and if rn¡e set ¡(t)=q(2)=6, the dístance ¡(r)* ¡(z) in thezzzz
dispersion surface becomes using equation (13)

Ak :¡(z) -r(')=rygåg=ggz z 'z (2m) (2x) K
(22)

As we mentioned before, in band theory we are inter-

ested in studying different values of the energlz of the

electrons in the crystal for fixed values of k along a

certain direction. At the Bra.gg peak, if we suppose this

direction in the x-z plane, for a certain value krr = 0,

v¡e have two different energies. As a consequence we take

eE' = A'- + l-""1 "Kzt'v (23)
eE, - Ai. - C' J\21

or

eEr - eEz - 2Vne Q4)

The energy band dj-agram and- the constant energy dis-

persion surface of the dynamical theorlz are in fact sections

of the sam.e hypersurface with the appropriate constraint

surface. rn figure 3, we have plot.ted a three d-imensional

view dispersion hypersurface in the first Brillouin

zone together itzith the trace (near the Brillouin zone boun-

darlz) of the surface (dncrf 1) on a plane of constant

energy E le and the trace (abcf) on a plane of arbitrary

È = constant (Stern et al. t6l ) .

Both planes contain the common poin-u b that lies on

the ed-ge of the gap (common for both the dispersion surface

and the energy band scheme) . Transversing the ga,P at constant

È (frar:,, b to c) is not equivalent to transVersing it from
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b to "1 
(at constant energl') . fn facL¡ from b to 'c, the

value of l<- changes f rom ¡ ( r ) to k j') .zzz
3.3 Diffracted. fntensiÇ)z j-n. Tv¡o Beam Theo¡:y

To find the amplitude for the diffracted wave cor-

resoonding to the "ð 
reflection (n = 0,1 for a trtro beam

case) we have to take into account each of the wave functions

for different branches of the d"j-spersion surface (two branches

in the two beam case), wit-h certainramplitudes that i,ve shall

call oj , vrhere i refers to the branch considered.
-L

Thus, in general , for the nQ row of systematic

ref lect-ions

iþ l = Ì o. cjl) ""p 
(i (È (i)+r,ðl?l Q5)'ng a l- ng

where ¿ 
(i) + ,rð is the wave vector for the n ::ef lection

in the ith branch, that we shall write Ojå'" our problem

is to find ürrÈ.

If we imagine hiaves incident in the surface of the
ril

foil- n let the amplitudes of the r'vaves be represented b1z ";ä'
corresponding to branch i. This is merefy

a formal device to hantlle the maLching of the incident and

transmit.ted and Ciffra-cted \,liaves at the top of the foil. In

fact we only have one incident' one transmittecl and many

diffracted rzaves (one in the tuzo J:eam case) . .At the top of
'the cr¡zstal using:

o. c(+):u(i) (26)
r_ ng ng

th-en

l"(i) =Ìo.c(+) = {_+ (ï= o) e7)r- ng r- l- ng 'n9, o



l-B

r'/ftr'lt.in'lr¡ih^ hOth SideS Of ê.rrrâtinn ()6\ l-rrz
\avl C*Jng

(28)ti ) tì't *
cv,, c '+' c '+' =angng

and summing up lriLh index ng

r ." ,_(i).(j)*v ' \/ +ng l_ l-tg l1E

The left hand- side

d^h â'r ì +., ^^h,r {-tion r* 
" 

(1)
9vrra¿r L" \-\J1ru.-! 

ng ng

lrung l-

Tn this ln¡âyr eguation (28)

only "j+)=1 if
ngf

(n = 0) exists in equation

(2e)

is- if the nrtho-L|J,

,= f(i= j) hold.s

' (so¡:3

( 31)

o(it c 
(]) *

ng ng

of

n

fl

rrY

" li) li)*¿__\-¡r-\Jt
rlg 'rrÇ 'rr$

anrra'l-inn /?a\\evl

fìx1' = 0 (i+i)
d
Y

I 'safrl/ ¡--_!J / _
ng l-

I

lcecomes

r ,,(+) "(j)ung Trg -nó

T1 = 0, so that only one term

(30) " Thus

(i) c(i)* : c,(i)* t:zlo "ttg -oU' - U
l-

anÄ êñrrã{.inn ()'7\ ic n^r¿7
\a t I ¡¡v\r

/i \I _ L,rr/ = r,(t)z*r,(z)z*n(e)z_*ng -o '-o (33)

\^/here l- is tLre value of the incident intensity, and only

the first two terms of the r.iqht hancl side exist in a two

beam theory.
T¡Iith (32) , (25) becomes

rl.-l = | .1i). c(+) exp (i È(+) Èr .'4)rrgr()ngng

I'{e are interesLed in this section in the diffracted

i nf ensi 1-r¡ l rlr l2 i n 'l-rn¡n l-raam 'l-honrrz Tn f i ^,,ro /7 ¡¡crrr LErr>r L.y I Vq I J-II LV/(J IJ€q¿r! L.rrLvlJ . .rJl If g UI-e ,! t We ln-

troduce g^ .nA È^ as devi ations from the Bragg conditionog
t^ - >(i) i''i\(s^ = 0) and þ'-', i = L,2 as distance from D\-Ll on the
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i branch of the d-ispersion surface to the corresponding

point l in the sphere of radius È. Through l vre d.rav¡ a

line no¡:mal to the vector È considered. This line through

1 and D 
(i) witl be parallel Lo the zone boundary (BZB) 

"

From figure 4 it is clear that

->
n9

K

(35)

(34)-+ ->q -> = H +,
nq ng'and if we assume

becomes

cosO--l- = I, rvritingng

ú__ _: I c(il cjl) * exp
'ng l- o ng

The intensitl' for the

beam case will be

(iÞ

ð

(i) z) exp

ref l-ection

+(i É *ú) (36)'ng

for our two

l.þsl' = lr=T .,.jt'.";t)"*n e'7 (i)r¡ l? (37)
J - r-

The formalism can be 'in general extended to many

beams by consj-d"ering other values of i"

3.4 Ex_tj,nction Dislances in T\vo Beam Theory"

Equation (36) was first derived by Fujimoto 171. h]e

shall now arrive by an original treatment to the determination

of the parameter extinction distance to Ì:e defined 1ater"

For a perfect understanding of this section, figure

4 is absolutely necessary. In figure 4 a point in any of

the branches of the dispersion surface considered, O(j-) has

coordinates (ni, Yi) . l{e ob'serve

Vcos 0R = ñtf (38)
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vühere s is the project-i-on on the axis perpendicular to
of the deviation from the Bragg condition (bottorn of the

figure) . Using the Bragg con<lition

tg A0 = s/g

g = 2Ksin0"

i¡¡e obtain the i mportant relation

2yLg0e=s

rf vre consider points D 
(i) very

boundarlr (for a. clear understanding of the

ec{uation 43 as derived from this condition

n(t) = -n(')
and-

and

To find the

lÈ (') +

and. because of (43)

( __ ìtq A0 = I Y= I r- l.cos u" 
J

From the Ewa1tf sphere construction

(3e )

(40 )

( 41)

(42)

close to the zone

lirnitations of

see figure 1)

(43)

->
q

p (r) = !
P(z) =

val-ue of

fi(z)-.R =

ðl-R = (n

=(n

(n ( t

n(r)

(n (') +y

z)- y tg

(r)+sr'2t

)-sr
2',

we see in

(44)

(4s)

figure 4 that

(46)

(47)

tg 0") cos0u

0-) cos0-Õr)

(lÈr')+$l-x¡

: -(È(t)-r)

(48)

(4e)



T¡Iith the help of equation (42)

of the \^rave vector gap at the

equation (50) gives

n=14

One of the boundarY conditions for

beam incident in a. crystal n is that for no

(z = dl there is no diffracted- beam. Thus

Taking

T - lrt,.tl2 = lc
q ttrt I
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From equation (I2) and.

(n-y tg 0r) (n+V

At the Bragg peak, for the

(54) reduces to

¡s(r)*.tr)1 = -tC(z)oc(z)l $z)'o g o q

equations (51) , (aA1 , (45) into account

( r ) *c ( r ) I 2 
I .-i (%'/P+ (TlJ z +jl, 

"i 
(AlsrFTÃJ.-lz-ll

oq

if r! t ):.1')-K, rvith cos 0o = tz-zÞ
--2

tqo*) ='9^ (50)'b4K'

and- our original derivation

Bragg peak in equation (22) ,

( 51)

an electron in a

penetration

, in equation (37)

(54)

:+
q

,l'
Operating
,s = l.j')*"J', I' I tzil ' sLnz (2, (Ak) (s'(Ak)-'+Ð4) 

|

This is the usual result obtained by wave optical,

Danvin like theory [9], but now derived in quite an easy way.

On the other hanclr v/e note that because of the approximation

involved, equation (54) is vatid only for certain d-istances

from the zone boundary.

The parameter extinction distance, d-ef ínecL in two

beam theory at the Bragg peak as twice the distance in the

cr\¡stal that must contribute for the diffracted beam to build

up to maximum a.mp1itud.e, is irnmediateltz derived f rom equation

(54) 
"

s 2+ (Ak) 2

reflection s=0 and.
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I = Ig

The distance

beam to build up to

.(r)*"(r)12 l-zr sin (Ak) il" (5s)

that must contribute for the diffracted

maximum amplitude is

1
v=+-' 2 (LIK)

(56)

by definition twiceThe

the distance

extinction distance

in equation (56), so

I
"g Ak

'g' is

that

K
,g (s7)

and (55) becomes

l,t,gl, = lzi s(t)*s(i)12 sin2(l ,n-r /€4rTÍ ) (sB)

From equation (58), it. is clear that tg will

ocillate with depth in the crystal, with a periodicity

,g/ ,fTe-ç-V--- = en(s) giving rise to thickness fringes

in a wedge crystal" At the Bragg peak (s = 0), the spacing

of the fringes seen in electron mÍcroscope images of wedge

crystals can gj-ve us, if a two beam theory is applicable, the

extínction distance, that can be compared wíth the value of

equation (57) 
"
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CHAPTER IV

4.1 l4anlz Beam Theory-

fn Chapter III of this thesis, \47e have studied the

two beam theory for the transmitted and first diffracted

beam in the crystal. In general, a two beam theory gives

e__-(s) when the transmitted and ng diffracted beam areng'
taken into account. trnlhen in the fifties, experiments r,rzith

thickness fringes began, it was usually assumed-n tha.t the

experimental extinction distances were in goorl- agreement with

a Lwo beam theory. As we have mentioned before, the trvo beam

case is impossible in practice, where the simultaneous re-

flections ng for n:-4... 4". a.re unavoidalcle. In the

sixties, the d-evelopment of the many beam theory has given a

powerful r¡ieapon to compare exoerimenta-l results with theo-

retical conclusions.

.r{e shall briefly indicate hoiv the many beam calcula-

tions have J¡een performed in this thesis. I¡le have used a

nine beam theo::y n tirat is , we have taken into account the

transmitted and eight diffracted beams. It was tested- that

to tal<e more beams into account didn't influence our final

conclusions

By

case can be

ng set of

simple inspection of equation (10) , the nine beam

expressed fo:: a centrosymetric crystal, for the

simultaneous reflections :
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H6 U1 U1 U2 U2 U3 U3 Ua Ua

U1 H1 TJ2 U1 U3 IJ2 TJ,* U3 U5

U1 Uz H*1U3 LI1 Ua ü2 U5 U3

ü2 Ut U3 H2 il+ U ¿ U5 [I2 U5

U2 U3 Ur. Ua H-2U5 U1 U5 U2

U3 U2 Ua U 1 U5 H3 U5, TJa Llz

U3 Ua U2 U5 U1 U6 H-3U7 U1

Ua U3 U5 1J2 U6 U1 U7 I{a Us

üa U5 U3 U5 U2 U7 U4 Us lI-+

Cs

Cl

v-1

C2

C-2

u3

C-3

C4

C -¡+

= 0 (59)

v/here C and U have been abbreviated to C ð-nd. Ungngnn
and H--= K2 - {Ê+n$¡ ',"n

For the two beam case, the geometry of the situation

shovrs that the diagonal elements of t-he matrix, for the re-

flection mg at the exact Bragg position are given by t8l

rr - 122 - k:-i+ - "ì 
' s' (60)*n - o ''z 12 ")

The same equation can be proved to be correct for a many

beam ca-se

Being k, unkno\i\in in (59), our general objective is

to solve the many bean esuation (59) for kZ leading to Ojt)

k(2)"". ¡(s) and ro find.zz

(61)

where the ith column of C is the Bloch wave on the ith branch

of the 9 l:eam dispersion surface.
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hThat we v¡ant is as a conseguence ' to f ind the eigen-

values and eigenvectors of the matrix

Qo U1

tlul

U++. Q-q

(62)

(__ ì 2

where o - H + k2 = K2 lt^1] - tl q2.--nnz\¿)

To do sor we must first of all determine all the ele-

ments of the matrix. Let us first consider the Fourier

coefficients of the crlzstal potential-. They are usually

calcul-ated from electron scattering amplitudes because there

are tables for such amplitudes easily available. The formula

used is
1rm-aF0 (h', k',1') = ffiV6,¡,1, (63)

U

where v¡,¡,1, is the Fourier coefficient of the crystal

potential ' Fe (h' 'k' ' 
1 ' ) is the electron structure factor,

related to the electron scattering a¡nplitu-de in the same way

that for the x-ray case (where we tall< about x-ray scattering

factors and x-ray structure factor), e is the charge of the

el-ectron o ilo its mass , h Planck ts constant, and- V" the

volume of the unit cell. This formula is demonstrated ìn

Appendix I.

The relation Jretween Vh,, k,, 1, anC Uh,, k,, I,



v/a.s given in (7) 
"

accountr w€ obtaìn

Urs in the matr,'i-x
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Tf relativisLic effects

the follovzing formula to

Fa(h,k,r)
o

"h 'k 'r /^/LgT\- cz

are tal<en into

calculate the

(65)

(6 4)

rn¡here F^ is as in (63) the non-relativistic structure fac-
U

Lor, v is the velocity of the incident electron, and- c

the velocity of light. For the volume of the unit cell in
OO- ã P.-2._q " , ,h,k ,1 comes grven an

We see that tlh,k,1 lvill increase with the accel-

erating voltage, krut th,k,l will remain ind-ependent of

the voltage as it should be.

To determine the elements of the rliagonal of the

matrix, we must determine K and U0. As K">Uo , Uo

has not been Íncluded in the calculations. To determine

K, the following relatìon d.etermined from rel-ativistic

consid-erations has been used

where eE is the kinetic energy ef the incident electron

(total energy inside of the crystal) , fl,q the rest mass of

tlre electron I c the velocity of tight and h Pl-anckrs con-

stant "

SuJcstituting numerical values o the follor¡zing useful

relation is found t9l

+ o.g7 BB.10-68)
L

,, - E"(L
-f\ - 12.26

(66)
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\nThere E is measured in volt.s "

computer progralnme based on the

been devised to calculate the

(62) and is shown in APPendix

ly written for the 9 beam case

A

of IBM has

vectors of

specifical

IIb.

"Eigen" sub-routine

eigen values and eigen

fla" A programme

is given in Appendix

The programming for the data input to the standard

sub-routine (EIGEN) has been written by the author in Fortran

rv (360).

Figure 5 shows a 9 beam dispersion surface (only the

firsL seven branches are seen) calculated for the {ZOO} set of

systematic reflections of MgO. The values of Ug, Urg, etc"

are given in Tabte L, (see section 5"3 of the thesis) with
O_O

I( = 27"02 
^-r 

and g - 0"475 A-1 . In the rest of Chapter IV

we shall be concerned with the {ZOO} row of systematic reflec-

tions for MgO "

4.2 Ext-in"ction DistanceF in MaqY Beam_Theorlz

In the nine beam theory outlined in 4 " 1 we have seen

that for a fixed kx, there will be nine column vectors which

satisfy equation (59), each corresponding to a Bloch \'rave with

a particurar value of kz, denoted by uit) (we take r<jr)
.,-(z) ,- (s )nz nz ) and belonging to one of the nine branches of the

d.ispersion surface shown in Figure 5 " A linear combination of

all nine Bloch waves will be excited in the crystal, so that the

resultant effect can be in principle quite complicated" Vle are

now interested ín relating experimental values of thickness fringes

spacings as observed in wedge crystals to the val-ues that we can

obtain using
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many bean theory"

It has been proved. recently [l- 4] ' that for a four

beam case, the value lo.jt ) ^ k:') l-' , v¡here ojt ) ana ot')
correspond to the Bloch waves v¡ith largest intensities

lclt) It and lcl') l' (see formula 33), gives a periodicitylor IOr'

for the diffracted intensity Izoo corresponding to ec{ua-

tion (55) n¡ith the 200 reflection at the Bragg peak, only if

the intensity minimae are taken into account. That is, if

we measure spacings betv¿een intensity minimae, we can compare

them with lojt) - kj') I 1 as indicated in 4"I.

Although detailed calculations have not been rlone

yet for a larger number of beams, it is likely that conclu-

sions will be similar" The procedure ca-n obviously be ex-

tended to e4o0¡ e600 etc. In general, wave vectors Ojt),

kjj) , corresponding to the largest intensities lcli) ¡ 'z'Jto

lc(i) ¡' witt síve lojt' - k:j) l-r as many beam extinction

distance corresponding to the Bragg peak considered.

tr{e have applied the preceeding ideas to the {ZOO}

row of systematic reflecti-ons of Mgo and found that

ezoo

e + o o

eooo

1¡(r)- ¡(z)'zz
It(2),_ k(s)''zz
l¡<(3)' '_ ¡(+)'zz

| 
-1 for 200

l-1 f.or 400

" l-t for 600

the Bragg

the Bragg

the Bragg

-IctL

at

at

peak

peak

peak

At the same tj-men w€ shall tal-k of e zo o (s) =

Itlt)' - k(2)' l-1 as of the 200 extinction distance ivith'zz
400 at the Bragg peak , oy in general of va'lues of the 200

extinction distance for the 200 reflection out of the Bragg
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peak in correspondence with the ideas developed in the two

beam case (see 3.3) "

4.3 object o{ the r4.gsiF.

The only problem left to compare experimental and

many beam theory values of extinction distances is Lo intro-

duce in matrix (62) the adesuate values of ,the Fourier coef:

ficients of the crystal potential. . This implies accurate

knor¿ledge of the corresponding electron scattering amplitudes.

These ampL.itucles can be calcula.ted assuming atoms in the

crystal to be :free atoms, by Hartree-Fock and Thomas-Fermi-

Dirac ¡sgþ¡iques t151. But in a crystal, bonding effects

are important, and the wave functions of the outer electrons

r^¡il-l be modified relative to those appropriate to the free

atom. This leads to inaccuracies of the order of 202 or

more in the evaluation of electron scattering amplitudes for

low order reflections (e.9. 20.0),, and as a conseguence, to

inaccuracies in the cortlesponding Fourier,coefficients of

,the crystal potential.

The main purpose of this thesis is to find the real

coeffici.ents of Lhe crlzstal potential by fitting many beam

theoret.ical values of extinction distances to experimental

values, as determined by observation of thickness fringes in

vredge crystals. Fortunatellr, the influence of the outer most

electrons in the structure factors is only large for 1ow order

reflections and for high ord-er reflections (e.9. 600), free

atom calcuLations are .fairlv accurate,
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CHAPTER V

5.1 Description of_.the. Fittj.ng Method _Usgd.

rn chapter v of this thesis r wê shall consider the

set of systematic reflections for Mgc. rt is obvious that
each of the extinction d,istances ezg0r Ðqoo etc., as de-

fined in Chapter ïV depends in a different way on the Fourier
coeffícients of the crystal potential Uz o o , U+ o s etc

Çzaa tuill depend. strongly on Uzoo and less on U,*oo, Ueoo

because the reflection 200 is now at the Bragg peak. The

extinction distance e + o o will strongly depend on u,* o o and

J"ess on uz o o and ue o o . At the same time the inf luence of
Uo o o will- be l,arger on e +o Q than on Ðzo o, because the

600 reflection is closer to the 4oo than to the 200. The

other extinction distances can be toöked at with the same

arguments. Thus the following fitting method is suggested.

If we know the experimental value of e zoo t \^re can

vary ueoo in the many beam matrix tirl the theoretical ezoo

fits the experimental ezoo. we shall calr uåoo the new

value of uz o o with this new value uå o o substituted in
the matrix corresponding to the 400 reflection at the Bragg

peak uqoo can be varied tí1-1 Êr+oo fits the experimental

E+oo . We call Uio¡ the nevu value of U,*oo . Now Uåoo

and u'l o o are substituted in the many beam matrix for 600

at the Bragg peak, and Ue o o is varied Lill r e o o agirees

with the experímental Esoo In this wêy, USoo is de-

termined. The method. can be extended to mod.ifications of



the potentials Ue o o

beam matrixes for 800,.

The potentials

in this \úay seem to be

to olotaín more accurate

repeated as many times

the same treatment but

instead of the original

we obtain Uå ð

give Uådð, U,l

rr I Iu40

'Uå
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Uroos êtc.¡ by considering the many

1000, etc" at the Bragg peak.

Uåoo, U,loon Uåoo, Uå00""" obtained

a bet.ter approach to the real ones.

values, the whole process must be

as necessary. That is, now \,'/e reoeat

beginning with Uåoo, U,loo, Uå00...

Uzoo, U+oo, Uaoo... . In this \¡/ay

Uåðo I os. . Further repitition will

if we begin with Uåð0, Utð0,

0t

tl'00

0r

¡t
00

Uðð0... etc"

A perfect converg'ence for the proposed method has

been found. Clearly the main advantagie is that the method

is systematic" The success of this method- in the determina-

tion of real x-ray scattering factors could seem surprising

if we tak-e into account that a point by point intensity fit-

fing has been suggested as absolutely necessary by Pol-1ard

and Turner t161. Further onr the method is simplified by

the fact that absorption effects need not be included to a

ver)¡ good approximation as tested by the author (for an un-

derstanding of absorption ef,fects and an elementary treatment

see Chapter VIII) . A method based ín fitting of intensities

should take the anomalous absorption effect into account,

and onl1z theoretically determined- crystal potentials are

usually available 1461.
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5 "2 El<perj-ment?1 Data. $vailable for MqO "

To apply the proced.ure outlined in 5.1,

extinction distances for the 200 , 400, 600,

for l4g0 should be available. Uyeda and Nonoyama

be referred as UN in the future) have studied. e

experimental

reflections

t17l (to

20o for 100

keV electrons " Their conclusion is that a two beam theory

is explanatory of the variation of €zoo with deviation from

the Bragg peak. Dupoy et a1. tl8l (to ne referred to as D

in the future) have measured ezoo for different voltages,

from 100 to 1200 keV. They have concluded'that a two beam

theory is not explanatory of their results for energies higher

than 300 keV.

Finally Uyeda t19l (to be referred to as U in the

future) has d.etermined ratio= ejl-g-q- at 100, 200, 350 andÐzoo

500 keV by direct measurement of :distances between maximae

and. minimae of intensity in photographs of thickness fringes,

in an atÈempt to confirm the validity of Bethe's second arr-

proximation, a two beam theory in rvhich the two beam potential

includes many beam effects. As the resul-ts did not fit the

theory, he decided they \,vere in error of 20e" or more because

of inaccuracy in extinction distance determination rvith direct

measurements on photographs. He has also given experimental

results for the variation of ezoo with deviation from the

Bragg peak at 100 keV and.500 keV¡ and the variation of e400

ruith 400 at the Bragg peal<, for 100, 200, 350 and 500 keV"

(UN) have given after eight months of measu::ements ezoo =
.o .o

456x7A at l-00 keV, D a value of 446!7A at the same voltage.
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u has given gqoo = 3.26 at 100 kev. The experimental values- ezoo

have been plotted in f igures 8 , 9 , 10 and 1.1.

5.3 Ðeterminaùign of Vz o o, F.nÊ V+ o,o for MgO.

Experimental values of eeoo r Ê800 ... are not av-

ailable. Thus we are faced with I-imiting our fitting method

to c20Q and e40o . I'Ve shal]. comment later on the influ-
ence of assuming the theoretical values of Ueoo, Usog ...
as the correct ones.

As in his paper, U only gives values of e+oo /ezoo

his value €+oo/ezoo = 3.26 at r00 kev was applied to Ezoo

= 446, 44g , 463 | 456 and 440Å,, and thus, possible experimen-

tal values of e+oo were supposed to be L454t L464, 1511,
o

1488 and L434A

The fitting method was applied with the initial values

of the relativistic potentials listed in Tabl"e I. They !\rere

determined by application of (64) with electron scattering

factors taken from the f,nt,ernational T,abl-es of X-ray Crystal-
lography [20],

TABLE Ï

lç=27A."t g=0.475A-1
Energy = 100 keV

o

= 0.0583 A-2
a

= 0.02627A-2
o

= 0 . 01-4564-2
o

= 0.008694-2
IJ,nnô = 0.00586Å-2

LUo
Urzoo = 0.00450A-2-o
Ur+oo = 0.00397A'2

uzoo

U+oo

ueoo

Ue o o
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These potentials are for a ternperature of OoK, and

wil1 be used- to fit experirnental data 5spposedly at 20eC. If
our fitting method is consistent, fitted results for Uzoo,

u+oo will be the same for the same uooo, ueoo , indepen-

dently of the initial values of Uz o o ancl U,* o o A correc-

tion must be appli.ed to the f inal values of Ue o o and U+ o o

d.ue to the fact of assuming Ue o o , Ua o 0 . .. at OoK.

For the exactitude of the fitting method,, interpola-
tion between two values of uzrroo differing in as much as

o

10-3 A-2 was tlone in the first steps assuming a linear de-

pend-ence between Uzoo and- L/ezqo , Uqoo and L/e+oo .

The linearíty has been proved to be certain in a two beam

theory (see chapter rrr of this thesis). rt was confirmed

that linearity persists in the,many beam case, from 100 to 1000

keV for variations of, Uzoo and U+oo of a maximum of 0"1

Ã-' , that is in fact larger than the potentials themselves.

In figure 6 we have given the variation of l/¿zoo with Uzoo

u,*oo and usoo for 100 kev electrons, and the direction of

the Variation of L1¿ro0 with Uzoo , U,*oo ancl Uooo for

900 keV electrons* (broken l.ine). The linearity indicates that
l^zhen Uzoo or U¡+oo or Ueoo vary, L/ezoo = c[Uzoo + ß

or stU+oo + ßt or o¿"Usoo + ß,,. Similar rel-ations were

seen to take place with UsQo , Urqoo etc" Tn the figure,

it is c'lear that for a certain variation of e zoo the re*
quired variation of Ue o o is smaller than that of U+ o o

in agreement with the ideas in 5.1.
*values of k and : for vol-tages d.ifferent from 100 keV are
listed in Appendix "IV of reference g.
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In figure 7 we have plotted Lleuoo versus

U,* o o , Ue o 6 for keV electrons , and. the direction of

versus üzoo , tJ+oo , Uooo at 900 keV. This time

= yUzoo + ô = ytU,*oo + ôt = yttUooo + ôt t, and for a

Ue o o

L/e+oo

L/e,roo

certain

o o isvariation of Ê+ o o , the required variation of Ua

smaller than that of Uz o o than that of Us o o

Let us immed.iately say that the method proved to be

convergent. As an example, we give in table II, for a 456-
o

14BB.A fitting (e ,*oo /ezoo = 3.26 at 100 keV) the results
for Uåoo o Udoo , Ilåðo , U,| ðo , Uåðð | ... " It was not

. \t __vnecessary to obtain Ueqo , U+00 ... as the convergence is

fast

TABLtr ÏT

Uåoo =

Url o o =
rr I Iu20 0

iÎ I Iu 4 0.0

0 "05278
0 "02984
0.05207
0.02936

rr I I !u200
rr I I Iu400
rr lYu2 0 0

tr tVu400

0.05220 A-2
o

o.o2960 A-2
o

0.05216 A-2

o "o2g 45 A-2

.å
o
n'2
ô_-tA
o

A-2

The final value for Uåoo of 0.0522 X'2and the value
for Ud o o of o.0294 Å- 2 are clearly nonsense when compared
v¡ith corresponding results obtained from available theoret.i-
cal or experimental information (see 5.4) . For 463-1511 Å,
val-ues of Uåoo = 0.0515 A-2 and of U,l oo = 0.0285 i-z
hrere obtained" These are also clearly nonsense i,vhen compared

rvith other availaÌ:le results "

val-ues of ?-4 
o o for 2oo , 300, 400 and 500 kev were

ezoo

calculated for Uz o o and U,* o o as determined by the 456-
ooo

14BB A, the 463-1511 A and the 440-L434 A fittings (these

övalues at 100 kev). The resultanL curve for the 459-I4BB
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fit is the loivest in figure B. As it is seen, the whole curve

lies far from the experimental values (circl,es) given by urfor

energies higher than 100 kev.

It seemed interesting to repeat the fit.ting with dif-

ferent values of :l+ at 100 l<eV. This was done for values- ezoo

of ?ugo = 3.4,3.6,3.8 and 4, for ezoo = 446,456,463 Å'
e zo o

In figure B we have plotted the results for '!a0-9- = 3-6 and 3.85*
ezoo

(at 100 keV from 100 to 500 kev.) Results for the 3.85 fitting

are for ezro : 4SG Å, and are regarded as best fit. Results

for e-1.00 = 3.6 are a],so for ez00= 456 Å. Values of Uåloo
tzo o

and Udvoo âre given in Table rII for different values of 9+oo
e zo o

The values for the 3.85 fit are especiall-y marked'

446

TABLE TII

456 463

Uåvo o

Udvo o

Uåvo o

u'lvo o
o

(A-2 )uåvo o

UtÚo o

tr lVu200
rr lVu4 0 0

0 .0534 0 .0525 .0518

0 "0287 0 "0278 0 "0272
0.0537 0.0527 0"0520

0.0279 0"0270 0"0264

0.0537(s) 0.0528(s) 0.0s20(s)
0.0277 0.0273 0 "0262
0.0539 0.0529 0 "0522
o -0271 0.0262 0.0256

3.6

3.8
e,+oo
ez o o

3. 85

In the following sections ïJutt = [J to facilítate the

discussion. lVe note that the vaLues of Uzoo and U+oo

have been determined using values of Ueoo , Ueog , etc. at

OoK. If vâlUes of Uooo , Uaoo are corrected for temperature'

d'At this: point.results'were.: obtained by interpolation, given
the a',lrnost perfect periodicities in Table III "
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it is likeIy that the values in Table III will change.

OhtSuki l2Lj has demonstrate.d that the temperature dependence

of V,,,, can be described in a satisfactory way by multiply-nK I

ing the 0oK potential (corresponding to a 0oK election scaÈ-

tering ampl-itude) by the corresponding Debye-Vüaller factor
,-g sin2 0.exp ( -T.z-.l .

The value of B uas not determined in any of the

experiments mentioned and we have taken ts, = .'2I5 Å, in

order to compare in the next section our results with x-ray
90

results for which Bylg = 0 .24 A and Bo = 0.1-9 A were

experimental. 1-y determined.

In this v¡êyr values for Usoo , Usog ... were dete::-

mined at 1-00 keV in substítution of the values in Table I
(for OeK) and ärei l sted in Tabl-e IV.

TABLE ÏV

u+oo

U6 o o

Us o o

U¡o o o

Ur z o o

The fitting ¡s¡ egq-!-
¿20 0

again and the values obtaíned

ones in Table ITI but shifted
o
A-2 respectively. The shift

trrrr"= r]t B are considered.

o
0.01-30 A-2

o
0.007r A-2

o
0 .00 42 A'2

o
0.0029 A-2

o
0 .00 2L A-2

= 3.85 at 100 keV was repeated

for Uz o o and U+ o o where the

by :tu+ 10-4e-2 and 'r,* 5.10-4

shoul-d be larger if larger

å \^re get for the 3. 85 fitThus, for ezoo : 456
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uz o o
1¡ 0.0528A-2 and Uas6 tu 0.0273Å:2 ïf an error of

o
i fO Á is assumed in ezoo , final values of Uzoo and Ua¡6

are Uzoq = 0.0528 t 10 i-', and Uqoo = O'0273 t 10fi-z'

These values also cover a possible error of I 0.15 in the

d.etermination of the best value eg 9l-.q-g. at 100 keV. :We
L2 0 0

observe neverthel-ess, that the higher we go in values for
Ç,.,

the ratio 9400, UeQo and U+oo vary in opposite sense,
L200

but they vary in the same Sense for a shift in extínction

distance for the same val.ue of the ratio.

val,ues for ve o o and v,* o q as obtained with formula

(63) were derived from the val-ues of Uzoo and U'*oo given

the the preceeding paragraph and are given in Table v.

TABLE V

Vzqo V+oo

volts

These values are consisLenË, that is are independent

of the initial values of Uz o o and U+ o o . This was tested

for initial values of Ue o o and U+ o o different from those

in Table I but using the same values for Ueoo , Uaoo 'ô'
o

of Table I' takj-ng Ê20 o, = 456 A.

T¡tre rrish to remark that a]-though the Trossi]:te error i n

e zoo has been tal<en as J10 å, a minimum experimental error

of t7 A has always been achieved. Such an error gives

vatues of the x-ray scatterinq factor for the first reflection

with an error of 0,54, that places the method v¡ithin the most

precise avaílabl-e for x*,ray scattering factor determination.
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It is a-l-so i-nterestrng to poì nt or:t

exoerimental mea-surements of 9+ o o

Êz o o

the errîor of 10.1.5 for the value of

is from our noint of ,¡iev¡ excessive.

that if more

are done in the

the best fit at

(61)

5.4 An.a-lysis of the :-gJ!s

Results alread-¡¡ availabl-e for Vz o o and V+ o o a-l:e

of three Èizpes ; x-ray experimental cleterminatìons, in the

form. of x-ray scattering faclors, electron diffraction data

j-n the form of crystal potentia.ls, and theoretical d-ata as

obta-ined b-¡ l{artree-Fock or more detailed- technicTues "

The re'i,a-tion beti,'¡een x-ray scattering fa.ctors and

eJ.ectron scatte.ring am.pl.itudes (f;(n,k,L) and f0(h,k,1) is

provid-ed by Po-i-sson's equat-ion. If the potential distribut-ion

can be separaterl into add.-i-ti.¡e contributÌons f::om j-nc1ivic1ual

a.tons x-rav sca.tterinq factors may be d.erirred- from the ]l{ott

formula
.2

c _ IÍlQer0 - Ãr-

. sinOr,,¡here p = î and Z is the atomic numl¡er of i-he element.

This rela.t-ion i-s va1iC at 0oK.

.l-t has been theoreticall-v deterrnined l27l that if at

a certain temr:erature the observed- r¡a-lue of the x-ray scat-

tering factor obtained in an x'*ralz exr:eriment is f* "-u 
*#

the corresponding value of the elect.ron sca-tteringi factor to

be observed in an electron dÌffraction experiment (as d-eter-

m.ined from the exoerimental crystal rrotentj-al-) is at the same
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that is,temrrerature fe
É)

-B sin2 0

o*B s in2 0

x - À2

This imnl-ies tha-t to obta-i-n the electron scattering

a-nrrrlitude '"^¡e rnu.st multinl1. ¡ 7) by .*B q:49
X2

fn Table VI v¡e ha-ve l.¡ritten x"-ra]¡ structure factors

as d-ete::minecl bl¡ tlno l22l , Toga.wa l23l and Sanger 124J. The

corresno¡¡ding val-ues for Ueoo ancl U+oo for l-00 keV elec-

trons and t.he acceleratÍng voltage ind-epend-ent val-ues of
o

Yzoo anrl V+o o har¡e been determiìned using 
"rn = 0.24 Az ,

anrf B^ = 0 .l-9 fiz for Togarn¡a's and Uno's structu::e fact-ors ,o

and- 8",- = 0.?1 iz D ^ 31 [z for sanger's.'--r,,i-f - - JJ ñ t tto - U r

"Y

_D
J-ê sin2 0

t2

In Table VIf we ha-¡e g-i-ven va.lues of Uzoo and

at 100 k-e\/. and tjre correspond-í.ng Vzqo and- V+oo for

theo::eti-ca.1 free atom values cf Table I redu-ced rvith B

0.26 and for the structure facto¡:s of Tol<onami-'Yamashita

reduced vzith 8,"-- : C.24 iz a-nd B- = 0.19 iz (as tal<enlrgi o

a table given by l4J-ya}<e t25l ) .

(68)

tI+oo

the

,

from

Finally in Table Vrf I, r^re have given the x-ray values

or Table VI r the theoretica-l values of Table VII and the ex-

peri-mental electron diff::actÌon values of Goodman and

Lehmpful 1261 (Cf, in the futu::e) , D, Ul[, l.{oliere and Nihers

1271 , l{oliere and Lehmpfual t28l, and Cov¡ley eÈ aI. l29l ,

besi-des our best f itti-ng values.
'N'iav.l- / \^¡e cornpare our result.s v¡ith a-l-L the other values

in Table VIIf"
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TABI,E VI (20'C)

uhr.r tå-'l
200 400

vrrtt
200

(volts )

400

Toga\^7a

Uno

Sanger

54 "16 29 "92

54.70 29 "07

s4-06 29.06

0 "0532 0 "0247

0 "0521 0.0251

0 "0523 0.0242

6 "61

6.53

6.56

3"10

3.15

3.04

TABLE VlI

ur,rr 1Å-'¡
200 400

Vfrft (volts)
200 400

Tokonami-Yamashita

Free Atom

X-ra1z

Theory

Electron
Diffraction

0 "Q524 0 "0247

0"0576 0"0249

6 "57 3.11

7 "27 3"13

TABLE VTTI

Vz o o V,* o o (volts )

f 
rovavra

I 
uno

lSanger
Itok-va
lut"" atom

feest 
fit

1""
lD
lu*

l*o-oti
lMo-r,

lcowrey .t

2.60
3 "20
2 "70

6 "67
6 " 53

6 "56
6 .s7
7,22
6 "63
6 "92
7.64
-1 .46
7 "55
7"80
8.00

3 .10
3"15

3.04
3.11
3 .13
3 .42

Temp.
-200c

al.
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trirst of all-, \¡zê should compare our results with alf

the electron diffraction values in TabJe VIII" All the ele--

cLron d-iffraction val-ues v¡ith the exception cf -uhose of GL

are clearly non-.accura-te" They v..rere dete::mined or b1z straight

f orward applicat'ion of two bea.m theorlz ¡e experimental extinc-

tion dístances, or by neg-ì-ecting relativistic ef fects , or by

using Bethers second aÞproximat.ion" GL have maCe short com..

ments on these points. Nevertheless, they have not analyzed

the fail.ure of the two beam theory for l4g0 $zhen consideri.ng

results for the variation of Ezoo v¡i'th deviation from the

Bragg iceal<. IVe shal.l devote later a section to anal-yze this

failure, as the same confusing affirmations are d.one j-n paper

after paper [30], t19l regarding its valid.ity. The faì[u¡s

of Bethe¡s seconc1 arrproximation for 1490 rvill also receive

further cornments.

As a consequence of the preceecling remarks, w€ shall

comÐa-re our values with those of GL. The experiment of urese

authors is Ì¡ased -'i-n the method. of convergent beam diffraction.

The method provides a record of variati on of intensi-ti_es of

all the dif f racted bearns rvith angle of inci dence or nrimarlz

beam for constant crvstal thickness. Corresponding cal-cul a-

ti ons are made on the basis of assumed values for the Fourier

coeffj-cients of the potential distribution (they d-o not men-

tion their r¡alues) , and these coefficients varied- til1 they

fit. the intensities. No direct compariston of this method

with ours seems possible. Tl-rey affirm that their intensity

patterns a¡:e not sensible to a fitting of Uo o o, but our
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method is (see 5.1). Theìr final value of Vzoo (corres-

pond'i ng to Ue o o = 0.0552 fi-t a-t 100 keV) seems much higher

than ours "

Stud¡z of Ta-ble IIf indicates i:hat for e zo o = 456 1

o

10Ä' at 100 keV their r¡a]-ue could be ìn agreement with our

fitted vaLues with e + o o. = 5.9 t B. Nevertheless, no
e20.0

complete comÌrarison can be made, âs they do not give their

fitted. value for Vu o o

Com1¡arison v¡i th x-ray values should be more rewarding

Jcecause this time r^¡e can compare Vzoo and V,roo At this

point i're should l-ike to note that the va.lue of Vz o o for

Togawa listecl in Tabl-e VIII is d.ifferent from the one listed

by GL*" Although they have given a value for OoK, the reduced

temnerat-ure correc'ted. value , of- the order of 6. B Volts lies

slightl-v far from our value of 6.67 Vol+-s.

Altirouç¡h comparison of Vz o o shows reasonable agree-

ment with x-ïây values, the same thing cannot be said of

V+oo that is greater ìn our case.

X-ralf values of Uzoq , U40o , Uooo for Uno and

Togawats xer.ly scattering factors at 100 keV as lísted in

Tables VI and. IV have ]ceen substituted in the many beam matrix,

a.nd g400 calculated. Corresponding values for other ener-
e z o o

gies have also been calculatecl from 200 to 500 keV" The

resul-ts have been plotted in f ìgur:e B.

At l-00 l<eV for Togawals and- Unors ualues , t2o0 and

e+oo . o
.:n--Y--Y- , v/here iespectively -458, -466 A and -4.5 ' 

-4.15
ezoo+

*The same thing happens with the value of Tol<onami-Yamashita"
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Both values of e z o o shorv very good agreement rvith

the electron diffraction value of ezoo = 456 t 10 Å.

A study of Table III (taking into account the correc-

tions to Uz o o and U,* o o cited lcelolr¡ the talcle) , shows that

taking e zoo = 456, U,*oo agreeswith Togavrals for ?uoo = 4.4ezoo
giving us Uz o o - 0.0535 i-' close indeecl to Togawars value.

Thus, i-f an experimental value of 4.4 for e +oo \das to l¡e
€zoo

obtaine<l at 100 keV for e zoo = 456 Å, the a.greement between

our f.ittings and the va-lues of Togawa should- be very good.

When comÌ¡ari.son with theoretical values is done, it

is seen (excluding the difference that once again appears

for values of V+ o o ) that the free atom value of Vz o o

j-s much larger than ours, while Tokonami.-Yamshita's lies

c].oser. Th.e values of luoq- for d.ifferent energies in the
ezo.o

free atom case have also been plottecl j_n f i gure B.

Let us come krack no',rr to the coroparison with GL. This

time we shall- adopt U+oo = 0.02 47 Ã-2 as the val-ue that

GL perhaps obtained, based on the fa.ct that it.is an average

of x*rav values in Tabl-e Vf . For e2Q0 = 446 Å and a fit

of e400 - 4"7 at l-00 kev, Table rrr predicts a value uzoo a
L2 0 0

0.048 ;,-2 close to the res'ult of cL (0.0552) .

It is then conclucled, that according to our fittings,

some of the va] ues for \/z o q a-nd V+ o o given in preceeding

investigations are plausible, if and onl1r if experimental

values for e ¡+oo at 100 keV are o]:ta.ined ranging between 4
e z o o

and 5 " This seems to be far from the value of 3.26 given

l¡y U. but in his o\47n \.rordsr a large experimental error can be
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expected beca.use of the vray in rvhich th'i ckness fringes spac*

ings \^iere measured..

intre believe tha-t ìt is irnportant to repeat the experi-

ments over the v¡hole range of enerqies âs r if in the case of

goocl. experj-mentai conditions¡ values al:e close to thòse given

by U lor 9'+oo this means the failure of (68) to convertL200

x-ra-v into electron cliffractì-on data f.or temperaLures'dÍffer-

ent from OoK, when a fitting of e's is attemptecl.

Tf measurements are fine enough, it is possible that

values of B for different exTrerj-ments can be deduced as

Ciffe::ent val-ues of B prorluce different curves in figure B.

5.5 The \¡ariation of ezo p witfl the Accelerating Vol.tage
from 100 to 1000 keV.

It is interesting to studlz the variation of ezoo

v¡ith different accel-erating voltages from 100 to 1000 i<eV,

as experimental results b]r D are available for comparison.

The results for D are given. in figure 9 (circles) .

The lowest curve in the figure (---) co::responds to cafcu-

lations performed rvj-th the theoretical val ues of Tabte f .

Similar ::esu-lts were obtained by Goringe et al" t31l " They

tried to explain the experimenta-l results of D by many beam

theorv including a complex part in the crlrstal potential to

account for absor¡¡tion effects (see section B) . The coinci-

d.ence of Ì:oth, the:ì-r ca]culation and. ours (to 3å at 500 keV)

provides the basis to affirm that -it is not important in our

fitting method not to tak-e complex crystal- notentì.als into

account "
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The highest curve in figure 9 (-) corresr¡onds to

a two beam theor-.r for Uz o o = 0 " 0538 Å- 2 aL 100 keV. Large

differences rvith the experimental- values and r,r¡ith the lowest

curve are appreciable.

¡\

Fina.lly i,,¡e have plotted a curve (-.

at 100 keV, r¡ith Uz o o and U+ o o as

Uooo , Usoo , Ulooo ... aS in Table T

I4axirnum deviations of the order of

'*) for tzoo =

in Tab1e III / 3. 85 fir,446

and

in relation with the exoerimental values of

are

but

in the range of poss'ible experimental error. It is

that. a more accurate fitting can be done íf for the
o

value of e200: 446 A at 100 keV, larger values of

are arJ.opted", but this has not been done by lack of

tal evidence for those values (see 5.4) "

o

L2A

D,

observed

these lie

Possible

same

L4 0 0

tr-
exper-i-men-'

5 "6 Determination of Et o o (s) /e> o o for 100 keV Electrons.
Cgpçlusíons on the Validity of a Ti,¿o .Be,am Tþeory fos MgO.

As we mentioned in 5.4, some of the electron diffrac-

tion data in Table VIIT are given by applying tivo beam theory

to experimental values of extinction distances. As a varia-

tion of e z o o v¡ith deviation from the Bragg condition seems

to agree with the predictions of a two beam theory (see sec-

tion 3), the formula (57) :

Ueoo = e zoo K (57)

is used to transform experimental values of ezoo into values

for the Fourier coefficient of the crystal potential.
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^ /c\

In figure 10 we ha.ve plotted values of -g!-Il¿ ô-tezoo

100 keV for different devi ations from the Bragg condition for

the 200 reflection. hThen À0 = 0zoo the 400 reflection is

at the Bragg peak. r,{hen A0 : 0 the 200 reflection is at

the Bragg peak.

I'/e have plotted some experimental values by UN and U

(circles) , many beam va]ues for the theoretical potential-s of

Tal¡le I (-" . -) , and. many beam values for Uz o o and U,* o o

corrîesponding to e zoo = 456Ä and eqoo/¿zoo = 3.85 in

Table III, and Usoo , Uaoo as in Tab1e VI (---). This

last curve fits reasonably well the experimental data although

perhaps a curve for a higher value of Ðr+ o o /ero o

a slightty better fit.

could give

The two beam curve for lJzoo = 0"05g Å-' hTas seen

to agree very well with (---) - The onl)z divergence anpeared

for values of LA/Azoo greater than 0.8. It is likely that

this fact Ied. U and UN to the surprising affirmation of the

validity of a two beam approach for I00 keV electrons.

Next a two beam curve for Uzoo = 0.0537 Ã-2 \^/as

plotted (*.-) , this potential v¡as taken as a compromise be-

tween some of the experimental results available.

It is clear in the figure that this two beam curve

l-ies f.ar f rom the experimental values available, and as a

conseguence., it is concluded that a two beam theory is not

explanatory' of the vari ation of ez o o

the Bragg neak at 100 k-eV.

v¡íth devÌation from



Figure 10" The variation of ezoo. for 100 keV with deviation
from the Bragg peak.
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5 "7 DeterminaÇion" of- E? o o (s) /Ez o o for, A0 : 0zo 0.. for. DiFfer.ent
Aggele,ratinq V-ol-tages flgm "10O_:tg- 500 k-ev.

When in figure 10, 
^0 

: 0?oq the 400 reflection is

at the Bragg peak" Values for !-zo o'(s) with the 400 reflec-
e z o o

tion at the Bragg peak have been pl-otted versus incid-ent en-

ergy (from 1-00 to 500 keV) in figure 11. The circles are

experimental points given by UN, and the curves ¡4T, F and TR

correspond. to (-..-), (--) and ( ) of figure 10.

Although F seems to glve the best fit for the ex-

perimental- val-ues, the accuracy of the experimental points

is not enough to drav¡ definitive conclusions on the accuracy

of F.

The lack of accuracy for the experimental points in

figure. 1l is due to,the way in i^¡hich they are.measqred., by

direct *..=,rr"*.rrt=' on thickne.ss fringes photographs. This

could obviousl-1r be corrected. j-n future experiments,
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CHAPTER VI

6,1 The Secg,nd 3Þpr,g5i{ratign. of Bethe. Validi'tV o

for -t"1q0.

The second approximation of Bethe states that to take

many beam effects into account in the two beam theory, a mod-

ification of the tr,r¡o beam relativistic potential must be

written, if only systematíc reflectíons,are taken into account,

in t-he f orm t 19l

ul (h) = u (h) -d2 l' ' ut*t I 
aHl*rT'l = u (h)-B (h) (6e)

where d is the spacing of the first order reflection, and

I " means summation over positive and. negative integers

except for h and zero. B (tr) is usually apnreciable for

the second order reflection of a stronqest first order reflec-

tion, and often amounts to more than one third of 'U(h) .

Generally, only a feiv terms in the expansion have

importance. In fact, as tested. by the author, the fifth

crystal potential for exampl-e, can be made equal to zero with-

out any aÞpreciable change in the resul-ts, and the same hap-

pens with higher order potentials. This does not take place

in a many beam theorlz where some results are 'sensible to the

inclusion of more than four potentials.

In a two beam theory

gt-u-!- = gågg (70)Uzo:o 4ool

and in Bethers approach

Utqoo 
- 

Ezoo /r?r\;;-1- \ / ¿1u 200 ¿400
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fn his paper, U, convinced of the general success of

equation (71) tried to explain his exper.imental measr.lrements

(circles in figure B) to (7f) br¡ assuming them in the neces*

sary error"

His curve for 9*1.L-o- l-ies irr fiqùrc B ahnost coi¡lci-tzou
dent with our 3"26 fit, but it seems that he chose to ca'lcu-

o^
l-ate it. a value for LIzo o of 0.051- A-' at 100 keV, that

lies far frorn our f its and other availal¡le values. He does

not explain the reason for his selection" At this point, it

seemed interesting to derive Bethe ! s Uz'o o and- U+'o o ancl

to see the correspondence with many beam results.

The expans ì on of U+to o gives

U'l oq = U,*oo-d' {u7.oo-l uroo Uooo*å uuoo Uaoo-fo- uroo Urooo...} (72)

i{e have plotted in figure L2 U,*'oo from computations

rvíth the potentials of Talcle f (and the corresponding values

for 200 . ".900 ...1200 keV) (-" -) and for values correspond-

ing to (--) in figure 10 an<l Us o o | .. . as in Table Irt "

These are cal led in the figure T and F respectively"

ft is interesting to observe how different are the voltages

for u¡hich the potential U+'oo becomes zero (the value of

Uz o o is seen to have a great importance in equation (72)

fhrnrrcrh J-ha +erm _in gz ).
200

Nrext- iI t

Utzoo = Uroo-d'

v/as computecl from the expressj-on

-1't{Uzoo U,*oo- * Uuoo Usoo-å ijroo Ueoo ...} (Z:)
JO

*At tiris point v¡e did not correct Uooo for temperature.



Figure 12. The variation of Bethe's U'l o o

voltage from 100 to 1200 keV.
lvith accelerating
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and the ratì os obtained ++ were compared with the corres-ezoo

ponding many bearn results for T and F. A d-ifference of 0"4

was observed be.tween the values of +ffi for T at 100 keV,

as obtained by many beam and Bethers theory, but when compar-

ison rvas made at 500 keV the difference v,/as of the order of

-3.2, Less' important differences rvere observed for the vafues

of the Fourier coef f j.cients correspond.ing to F.

rt is clear, that Bethe's second approximation d.oes

not provide in the case of 1490, sufficient explanation for

the manlr beam values of ätr
Recently, Cowley l32l formul-ated. Betheos second. appro-

ximation as a particular,Çase of a more general formula,

guided by the fact that the approximation seems to be süccês-

sful sometimes to account for Lhe extinction of seco.nd order

Kil<uchi lines [33], l34l, t35l in some materials. For thick

crystals, electrons forming Kikuchi lines have undergone, on

the averâge, a large number of inel-astic and elastic scatter:

ing processes so that the Kikuchi line intensity may be con-

sidered as given by the incoherent addition of electron beams

originating from various depths in the crystal"

Thus, to a good approximation (foll-owing Cot^rley)

where t is the crystal thickness, and

contribution of the beams scattered once,

obtains a generaL expression for I (h) o
(
I

r (h) = o lu rn) -d' l, Uffiffi;|.1 . u-å,,1"
t

(t +)

T (h) represent the

twice, etc. Ile

f the type

U(hr )U(hz)U(h*hrhz)
hr (h-hr) (hr-hz) (h-h1h2)

fær(h) = I lrl(h)+r2(h) + "..1, dt
J

0

(t s)
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of which the first two terms are identical with (69).

Equation (ZS) has been uqed in an attempt to obtain
a better agreement of the new P with the many beam re-¿2QQ

sults corresponding to T and F. No significant improveF

ment has been oþtained in the pret iml.nary calculations. rt
has been seerr that the 'influence of the new terms is always
positive for Uåoq , and thus, larger val_ues than for the
original second approximation (69) are obtained. The in-
crease is., nevertheress, only of the order of 10=3 i-z for
500 kev. The Ínf l.uence of the new terms in u,l o o is dif -
ferentr ês lcoth new positíve and negative terms have to be

taken into account. Tt is seen to be of the order of 10-4Å-2

at 300 keV.

ïn a recent paper, cowrey and Turner t3el have applied
equat-i-ons of similar structure to ( 75) for electron structure
analysis of policrystalline materials. Agreement with our
findings may lie in the fact that they are not able to fit
the experimental data.
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CHAPTER VII

7.1 fhe Oetermrnation of VlrI ' and Vzzz Jor Sr.

Special. interest lies ùn the determination of the

scattering factor for Lhe 222 theoretical,ly forbidden reflexion

in Si, as Pollard and Turner t16l have found. by a non-

syst'ematic intensity fitting method, values for Vr r r and

Yzzz very different from the x-ray values of different

authors.

Sheinin and Cann t37l have found at L51- keV a value

for the extincti on distance for Lhe l.lt ref J-ection of B4O! 40 å.

On the other hand, ìn hisreport of Poll-ard and Turner's work,

Cowley t32l h.as shown a microdensitometer plot that, amplified,

has allowed us to determine the correspondent extinction dis-
o

tance ezzz = 1670 A. Dr. Cowley t38l has pointed out to us

that the pl.ots v¡ere obtaÍned at 100 keV.

Referred t,o a face centered cubic l.attice, the basis

of Sili-con is (0'00) (:4, '<, '41 . Thus', if fcc represents the

Sttructure factor for a face centered cubic I'attice

r,(hkl) " [f.c.c] lexp (-2tr cþþ]lI* rl 0a)

vüith the object of determining the signs of the struc-

ture factofs for the 111 set of systematlc reflections con-

sideredr w€ take as new basis (ttl$, t!/8, tI/B) and obtain

Fo(hkI) = 2[r.c.c] Icos z"cþþ]r r

The existance of the Q22) ref lection,

(77 | can be el,ementariLy justified by admitting

0t)

forbidden by

the ex*stance
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of an extra concentration of electrons midway between the tr,vo

nearest nei-ghbours Si atoms "

With a value of B - 0.22 in equation (68) and

theoretical val-ues for the electron scattering amplitudes

f^(hkl) at 0aK as in Table IX, theoretical- Fourier coeffi-
U

cients of the crystal potential were obtainecl at 20'C by (64)

and are al so listed in the same t.able v¡ith their respective

signs.

Values in the table are as in al-I the tables in the

thesis at 100 ke!. Val-ues for l5l keV are immediately ob-

tainable from them, by taking at 151 keV ( = 33. 83 Å-l and
, \72y'I-L;- = 0"773"

g - 0"3189

111

ô
n-1n

TABLE ÏX

JJJ 444 555 666222 777

rte
urrrt

3.242
-0.0433

O.7BB

+0"0104
0 " 535

-0.0093
0 " 382

+0.0045
0

0

00
0-0

.230

" 0021

Application of the fitting method for E1r. l= 840t40 Å

at 151 keV, and. ezzz = 1754 Å at L00 keV, gave results for

Ur i i a-nd Uzzz that are written at 1-00 keV in Table X, where

we also give the values of Ur i I and- Uzzz resulting from

an average of structure factors of different authors with

B = 0"22 [4Ol, and th.e values obtained by Pollard and Turner.

In the tabl-e ¡ we see that both x-ray values lie in

the range of our fittings. Nevertheless, i-f we take the x-ray
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o

0"00087\-2 correspondence with the electron.

Poll-arcl
Turner

TABLE X

Fit X-ra1z

Ur r r -0"0395 r 0"0020 0.04L7 0"0038 o
t-2ö100 keV

Uzzz -o. ooo1 t o.gg12 (s) o.oooo2B 0.0008

diffraction value is found at Errr = 813 Å (151 keV), that
lies far from e irr = 840 Å (a-t 151- keV) . On the other hand,

if rve take the x-ray value lJzzz = -0.0008 i-z (at 100 keV) .

This correspond.s in our fittings to errr = BOe Å (at 151 keV)

at a value of Urir - -0.0384 Å-' (rt 100 keV) very close to
the x-ray val-ue Ur r r = -0.038 å-' (rt 100 kev) .

Nevertheless, in all the manipulations of the x-ray

data [39], t40l the sign for F* (111) is d-ifferent from the

siqn for F_- (222) and so, the signs anC. -l- should be

considered for Ur r i and- IJzzz respectively and e I r r =

o

813 A taken (at 151 kev) as best value for Êrrrr if the

signs of Ur r r and lJzzz obtained by our fitting method

I,rere to agree with the signs attributed to the x-ray values.

Unfortunately, definitive conclusions cannot be at-
tempted because the error in the experimental extinction dis-
tance of Cann and Sheinin is too large (they have used an

experimental method more inaccurate than the one used by D

and UN) , ancl it is also possible that some error exists in
the value taken for ezzz¡ âs reported to us by Dr. Turner

t41l in a recent private cornmunication. It seems that as in
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the case of Mgo, values of 7# at voltages from I00 to

500 keV should þe required þefore any de'finitive conclusions

on the absolute values of Vt t t and Yzzz are reached'
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CHAPTER VIII

8.1 The T-ng.-lusioî .qf Aþsorption Ef f eits in the PyFami.qal
Theory.

Experimental- observations of thickness fringes on

electron micrographs do not conform exactl-y to the pre-

dicted profiles (see sections 3 and 4). Instead of uniform-

íty in tense fringes:, the fringe intensity decreases' rapidly

and dífferent1y for different materials, wÍth crystaL thick*

NCSS.

Freguently only about four to six fri-nges can be seen

even though appreciabl-e intensity can be transmitted and dif-
fracted when the crystal has over Lwice this thickness. In

two beam theoryr wê saw in Chapter fII, that one of the Bloch

\^7aves excited in the crystaL spends more time than the other

in a region of 1ow potentiaL energ)¡, near the atoms in the

crystal; that is, it is more scattered than the other wave.

The most reasonable explanatÍon of the absorption

effect is that the wave that is more scattered is in fact

scattered outside the aperture of the objective in the elec-

tron microscope, and thus'appears to be effectivel-y absorbed.

Thickness fringes woul-d occur onl-y w'hen the waves have a com-

parable intensity, that is for thin crystal"s.

In Ehe general many beam case, absorption of the in-

cident electrons is treated phenomenol-ogicall.y by adding a

smaLl ìmaginary part V¡ (il) as a perturbation to the crystal
potential- VÈ). The resul.t of using the compl-ex crystal-
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potential iv'(?) + v(?) is th.at the intensity of the Bloch

wave corresponding to the ith branch of the dispersi on Sur-

face is multiplied by the attenuation factor e-p (i) z where
ri'rz ís the depth in the crystal- and u'*' the absorpti on co-

efficient for the branch i. Assuming the Bloch wave to be

normalized, use of perturbatÌon theory to first order shows

that
(i) 1t],, l,i,(t)*v,(i) ,1,(i)a,U.-, = ¡2f,(i) J , v \!1

" '^2
ûa)

tÈ(i) *ðt (70¡

(r) can be eval-uated

periodicity of V(r)

-in the form

ui exp (iðð (80)

where

if ir
since

,1, 
(i) (r) ->

T
r ^(
\J l.l

The absorption coefficients

is assumed that V'(r) has the

this allows expansion of V'(r)

tv,(t) = [ vf exo tið"?l = #
Use of the approximation L(i)=t< and substitution of

(80) into (78) shows that

u(i) = + å å u.-n .Át' c(i)* ( B1)

In general, the addition of the complex term to the

real crystal potential may cause an addition to the real part

of the extinction distance of Chapter VI as wel-l as the exis-

tence of a nev/ imaginary 'part" Nevertheless, following

section 5.5 o it does not seem that the consideration of a

complex crystal potential- plarls an important role, if âny,

in the results of our fitting method.
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CI]APTER IX

9 " 1 Description of t4Sì Rssults Obtained in the Search .for
a Method of Fabricating Wèdge Cryslal-s o! ,Copp.er l¡y
Evaporation 

"

The new interest aroused. Ín the possible accuracy of

scattering factors as determined by the method used in Chap-

ters V and VIf, strongl.y suggested the importance of extend-

ing the d.etermination of extinction distances to more materials

than MgO and Si. Mathews l42l mentions the formation of

i,vedge crystals of gold in the process of studying some nucl-ea--

tion processes / by evaporating the metal- on hot substrates

of ClNa at ul-trahigh vacuum (l0-erun) 
"

A NRC high vacuum equipment was used to evaporate

copper of 99.9 ? puritlz in hot ClNa and KBr substrates with

a finai- vacuum of the order of l-0-Gmm when evaporation took

place. f no t43l has reported singl-e crystal growth for ultra-

high vacuum p,ressures (<10-6mm) and 952 single crlzstal growth

for pressures >10-6mm, rvhen the substrate is l<ept at temper-

atures between 300 and- 400 Centigrade" In nucleation theory,

tivo important parameters regulate the degree of epitaxy of a

film: the temperature of the substrate, and the rate of evap-

oration 1441. ft is merely a question of pati-ence to find

the best experimental conditions for the material- in question"

To grotnl a vredge crvstal, it is necessary to devise some

specific arrangement inside the high vacuum chamber. We ad-

opted a non*movabl-e s'hutter that was placed at d.istances from
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one to three mm from the cr1r5¡t1 surface o and at ten cm or

less from the evapora.tor. The ternperature of the substrate

rÀ/as measured- with a th.ermocouple and was kept constant for

360oC in the whole exl:eriment" Gi:eat difficulty was found.

in reproclucing experimental conditions. Observations \^/ere

made with a Philips El{ 300 electron microscope.

During the trn¡o months of experiment onlli thzo 95e" epi-

taxial films \,rere obtained., but in these, as in all the others,

bend contours were completely unavoidable, and thickness

ffinges \4rere never seen.

The analysis of lcend contours b1z electron diffraction

theory is ful-l of uncertainties (compare for example the dif-

ferent extinction voltages found for aluminum by d-ífferent

v¡orkers* 145), I35]) and no conclusions were drav¡n from the

experimental- results.

*Extinction voltage
culated by Bethe's

is the voltage for rn¡hich Uà.zz
second approximation, is zero. as ca-l--
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CONCLUSTONS AND SUGGESTIOLTS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

r¡¡ this thesÌs, we have reached the following con-

clusions:

(1) The systematic fitting method developed indi cates for

l,Ig0 that manlr of the availal¡le resuLts for Vz o o are

plausil:le if and onl¡¡ if , for 100 keV, experimental-

values for e+oo/ezao are obtained- between four and

five, íf (38) can be used when fitting ers.

(2) The two beam theory and Bethets' second apÞroxì.mation are

not applicable to the study of the {2,0,0} set of sys"-

tematic reflections of MgO in spite of some affirmations

to this respect"

(3) No definitive conclusions can be reached for the sign of

Yzzz in Si, but in the fittings attempted, Vttt is

far from the free atom value"

Preceeding conclusions show that new experimental

values of low order extinction distances are necessary for

both l4g0 and. Si, and that accuracy in these experiments

is very important. In particular, measurements of extinction

distances should be done tahing the positions of the intensitl'

m-inimae (see section 4.2) . At the same time, ne\^/ methods to

fabricate vredge crystals for common metals should- be devj-sed"
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APPEI\]DIX I

Determination of the Relati.on Between Fourier Coefficients
of lhe Cryslal P.clential and Electron Structure Factors.

Let us suppose an electron inci dent in a crystal with

\^zave vector Ko and velocity +" Let the incident energy be

eE and the v¿ork function of the material be -"Vo"

The eguation

I +"-;nv' = êB + .Vo ß2)

or its equivalent

m2v2= 2m (U + Vo) = h2K2 (83 )

where K^ inside of the crystal is Kr are obvious. Thuso

K _ fe + v,-,1%

%: fËJ " kq)

and if V <<E
o

K1,\/o
K2E' (as )

where R/K can be defined as a mean refractive indix" If,o

^1, - 
1,ll_t\-l\-r\

o
AK = IbK 2Eo

(86 )

Let us now suppose an incident plane wave
+-+

ú .rni Kor
'c '-: (87)

The ampliturle of the scattered lr'ave at a distance x ahead

is
. à->

r a'nt Kor
fo 

-?_- 
üo tBB)
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\,zhere f ^ is the electron scattering factor.
U

The reflected t,¿ave can be thought of as arising from

the superposition on an ìncid-ent plane \,vave a-nd a scattered

plane \,r¡âvê 90 degrees out of phase" To fincl the d.isturbance

at a point P, ahead of the rvave front, the standard proce-

dure is to divicle the plane at a distance t from P into

F¡'esnel zones, where the edges of the zone are at distances

r + X/2, r + À etc. from P. It is possible to find out

that the total disturbance at P is equal to half of the con-

tribution due to the firs't zone of radius ft = /Tr " The

amplitude scaLtered.by a foil of thickness dz is
. zri fi?

arÞs = I rR2 f (o ) u.r a--t-- Uo ( gg )

Substituting for R, and if the amplÍtud-e of the

scattered rvave is verJ.z smalL (Born approxi-mation) we obtain

where ).fã-¿'Í

,Ijo

The amplitude of the

P at a distance ri

_ zri Cxo+Sl È
V=qjoe

corresponds to AK in (gA) " Thus

cr = 2nlgu vh2

These considerations are vali d for the amplitude

scattered from a unit volume " The volurre ð.2 gives rise to

the scattered. ampliturle
- 2.rL Knr
e

n¿T

scattered ,,vave Jrlz a unit

from the oriqin will be

(e0)

(o r¡

(e2)

cell at a point

dz

^ t zrí ](,-.., It-ti I . -> ->

rrr _ 2rlrçe I i¡(Èi) "- 
'*,=]=. 

,-' .zri Kori drLYs h2 J 

""iÈ-åårr 
I r-ri I - (e3)



\^7here V (È. )' a'
lir = 1",o

rf l?1, lÈ-?i¡'>lÈil, we can replace lr;î, I irr rhe
denoninator by I r l in the d_enonrinator an<1 by ,-"çi in the
expotential, where K is the wave vector of the scatter \¡,7ave

and I t< I = I nol outsid-e of th-e crlrstal to a verl¡ good approx_
imation " I{ence

ú=,S

+f

e 21Tl Kor
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is the potential at a point ?. and we have made

hand, the amplitude scattered by the unit ce1l isOn the other
++Ã i-

,r, o2T[a KOf
vu

c

r¡¿here

F^ the
U

xri (o) 
"-zrii 

lRo-?1r, = .1nÏ9t 
uorH

Fo = 'nt?" fu I v(ri) e-'ni {xo-x¡ii ð.=í

(e5 )

fi(e) is the scattering amplitude for one a-tom, and-

electron structure factor. As a conseguence

(e6 )

where is the volume of the unit cell "

since rve are interested in the values of the Fourier
coeffi cients of the cr¡rstal potential, we write

Eì'hk1 vrrrl (63)
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APPE}trDIX II

rn this a'opencix we present the tv¡o comÌruter programs

used- throughout the thesi-s. The first calculates dispersion
surfaces, the second extinction d:Lstances for variations of
a determined. Fourier coeff.tcÌent of the crystal potential.

The subroutine used with the prog.ram v/as the subrou-
tine eigen of the scì.e¡1¡1¡i" subroutine pacl<age (in double
precision). This subroutine only all-ows real Fourier coeffi-
cients as input" The inclusion of a complex crystal potential
could be d.one v¡ith a ne\^¡ subroutine by Gibbs." recently avail_
able from IBM (August, 1969) .
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